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PROTEIN SURFACE STUDIES



Proteins – combinations of amino acids.



How are functions defined? Arrangement of surface atoms.

Probe-based Methods

Surface Patches/Hot Spots
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BACKGROUND



The use of grid spaces has been exhibited in programs like POCKET
and LIGSITE.



A cubic grid-space is first constructed to contain the test protein.



Tessellations are carried out to divide the space into equal units of 4.0
Å.



Well-tested proteins were chosen for the study.

THE ALGORTIHM - INTRODUCTION



The human vision is capable of perceiving valleys and protruding
regions on the protein.



So how do we translate this to the test space?



The number of possible views for a protein is very large.



To simplify the problem domain only the 6 faces of the voxel which
the protein resides in are taken.
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THE ALGORTIHM



For each of these 6 faces, the next step is to locate the crevices
within the viewing boundaries of each face.



An internal cuboid is first grown from within the protein.



This is done by introducing an ‘infant cube’ at the heart of the protein
and stretching it until the largest possible cuboid is attained.
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THE ALGORTIHM



This cuboid defines the ‘starting plane’ for all analyses working
outwards beginning with the voxels on the plane.



For each plane, a colour grid map is created.



The grid map is distinctly colour-marked based on the depth-level.
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THE ALGORTIHM



An integer matrix is instantiated alongside the colour grid map.



A 3x3 window is used to scan the matrix for potential dock sites.



The use of a matrix reduces computation time – scanning a colourmap entails checking of all pixels, whereas the use of a matrix
involves only an integer array of NxN.

The
3x3 Window

THE 3x3 WINDOW
Rule 1
If any neighbour has value
‘0’, and centre voxel has
value ‘1’, set centre voxel
to -1. This indicates the
centre voxel is an edge
voxel.
Rule 2
If all neighbour voxels have
values of either >0 or -1,
and centre voxel has value
‘1’ (or as specified by
threshold), then centre
voxel is shortlisted into
cluster.
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RESULTS

FK506-bound Proteins

1FKF

1BKF

1YAT

RESULTS

Heme-bound Proteins

4HHB (I)

4HHB (II)

4MBN
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COMPARISON TO BENCHMARKS



The extracted residues for protein 1FKF are compared to results from
a wet lab experimentation and a geometric-hashing approach.

SUMMARY



The algorithm correctly identifies the residues contributing to the dock
sites.



Computational time is dependent on protein size – on average about
10 seconds.



The depth factor is key to successful identification of binding sites.



Simple to implement.



Showed successful extractions and is competitive against other
methods.



Has potential to be developed into a surface-analysis tool.
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QUESTIONS?

THANK YOU!
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